
Year 5 ~ Spring  

Wherever I may roam, will the stars guide me home?



Project on a page - Passion 

Project Summary: Past Project Launch: Essential Question: SOLE Questions:

Opportunities for children to explore 
the mysteries of the universe past, 
present and future and from 
different parts of the world.

Kahoot quiz about space
Watch Moon landing and Mars Rover
What do they already know?
Set up glossary 

Wherever I may roam, will the stars 
guide me home?

What did famous philosophers believe 
created Earth?

What skills do you need to become an artist 
and what makes a ‘great’ artist?

Why is it not the same time as Australia?

Industry Experts: Outdoor Learning Links: Culture & Diversity: Career/ Entrepreneurial Opportunities: 

Astronomer - Kielder Observatory- 
Scientist - NUStem 

How the sun affects nature.
Recreating Art using natural 
materials. 
Comparing agriculture with Australia.

Religious links through creation of the 
universe. 
Culture differences with Australia.

Astronomers, theorists, philosophers
Composers, camera skills, Presentation 
skills, Astrophysicist 

Mini Outcome 1: How can we find out what goes on in the sky at night?

Curriculum Areas: Science, History, Computing Peer Critique & Multiple Drafting: Peer critique of each part of digital guide

 To create a digital guide to Space 

Mini Outcome 2:  How do artists get inspiration?

Curriculum Areas: Art, Science Peer Critique & Multiple Drafting: Multiple drafting of artwork

To use painting techniques to replicate Van Gogh’s Starry Night

Mini Outcome 3: Is it hotter in Australia than the UK all year round?

Curriculum Areas: Geography, Science Peer Critique & Multiple Drafting: Peer critique of fact file 

 To create a fact file comparing Newcastle, England & Newcastle, Australia

Year 5 - Medium Term Plan 



 

Literacy - Impact Grid - Story- Varmints

Impact on the Reader

Purpose/audience

Skills

To bring a theme 
to life for primary 

age children.

Love of wildlife/plants
Understand the feelings of the characters.

To inform
 audience

Cause and 
effect

Promote a 
cause

Sentence structure Relative clauses

Direct speech

Expanded noun 
phrases

Linking words and phrases

Cohesion of 
paragraphs



 

Literacy - Impact Grid - Newspaper -  Varmints

Impact on the Reader

Purpose/audience

Skills

Entertainment, 
inform, educate 
KS2 children.

Makes reader think

Increases
Knowledge

Inspire 
reader to act

Direct/Indirect Speech Reinforce statements with facts

Persuasive language 
techniques

Contrast 
formal/informal

Linked words and phrases

Sequential 
paragraphs



5MD - 1 Multiply and divide numbers by 10 and 100; Understand this as an equivalent to making 10 it 100 times the size, or 1 tenth or 1 hundredths times the size.
5MD - 2 Find factors and multiples of positive white numbers, including common factors and common multiples, and express a given number as a product of 2 or 3 

factors. 
5MD - 3 Multiply any whole number with up to 4 digits by any one-digit number using a formal method.

5MD -4 Divide a number with up to 4 digits by a one-digit number using a formal written method, and interpret remainders appropriately for the context
5NF -1 Secure fluency in multiplication facts, and corresponding division facts, through continued practice. 

4NF - 2 Apply place value knowledge to multiplicative number facts (scaling by 10 or 100) 5NF - 2 (scaling by 1 tenth or 1 hundredth) ,

Multiplying by 10Multiplying by 100

Dividing by 100

Stem sentences: 0.8 made ten 
times the size its 8, 0.8 multiplied 
by 10 is equal to 8, First we have 8 
tenths. Now we have 8 ones. 

Multiplying by 10 (decimals)

Dividing by 10 (decimals)

Dividing by 100 (decimals)

Divide 2 digits by 1

Divide 3 digits by 1

Divide 4 digits by 1

Stem sentences:““8, made 
one-tenth of the size, is 0.8.”
“8 divided by 10 is equal to 0.8.”
“First we had 8 ones. Now we have 
8 tenths.”

Thurs PM
Doubling/Halving
5MD-3 Factors & Multiples
5NF-1 Tables & division 
facts - related facts 4NF-2 Multiplying by 100 (decimals)

Multiply up to 4 
digits by 1 digits

5MD-1 Assessment for x 

5MD-1 Assessment for /

Dividing by 10

End of unit: 
Assessment for x & / Related Facts to solve division & multiplication without formal methods

Tracking back...
Multiples of 10 and 100
Place Value
Equal groups

Year 5 - S Plan

Multiplication and Division 


